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Introduction  Real estate development  in every city  is unique. Still hidden within, are certain principles  that  are  common.  To  understand  it,  we  need  to  understand  two central  concepts.  First,  how  town  evolve  and  second  how  evolution  happens within a town. I  propose  a  seven‐phase  model  explaining  how  a  population  surrounding  a business or factory transforms into a town. Through the transformation we point to some important developments in terms of people and their work. The paper  postulates  a  growth model  called  “Affinity  Factor Model”  to  explain how  localities develop within a  town.  “Affinity  factors” are  those  that drive  the citizens towards them – e.g. business district and schools are key affinity factor.  The models  help  us  understand why  airports,  usually  built  outside  city  limits, attract  residential  populations.  Or,  on  a  lighter  note,  we  can  guess  where  a company will locate its office! We also derive a method to understand relative pricing between different areas. Further, we look at fundamental ideas for knowing if house prices are higher.  I also propose a structure of a  township centred around a workplace based on first principles. 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How do localities develop? A fresh or new town forms over following seven phases. Phase I) Seed Phase: In this phase the seed of development is sown. This is typically a business district or factory is established. The business district  is  planned with  a  certain  population  in mind.  The people who work here live here. Phase II) Development  of  Support  infrastructure:  In  this  phase  support infrastructure develops. This leads to slight increase in population. Generally,  planners  already  account  for  these.  This  typically includes: 
 Retailers  for  regular  goods  (groceries,  pharmacy  stores, gas stations etc) 
 Support services e.g. (food take‐away, lawn management, domestic help, plumbing and electrician services etc ) Phase III) Business  Expansion:  The  dominant  businesses  attract  other supporting  industries  and  a  factory  settlement  starts  becoming  a town.  
 This  leads  to  further  population  expansion  but  the population still lives closer. Phase IV) Strengthening  of  support  infrastructure:  In  this  phase  the support  infrastructure  itself  becomes  an  income  generating activity.  The  breadth  and  depth  of  services  increases  drastically leading improvement in quality of life. Typically, 
 Consumer  durable  retail  (car  showrooms,  Electronic goods showrooms etc) start growing 
 A mall or departmental stores opens in the vicinity. 
 These activities add to the population that predominantly works in support sector. Phase V) Developing Business hub:  In  this phase  the  locality  turns  into a business hub or a popular town.  
 Now  we  significant  percentage  of  population  travelling from newly emerging localities in the proximity. 
 Crowd  movement  (travel  in  and  travel  out)  gains importance  and  infrastructure  is  usually  created  to support this. 
 Now  the  established  infrastructure  needs  to  support resident population  full  time  (work and after work) and daily migrant population part time (during work). 
 Support infrastructure is strained.  
 Support services become costlier 







 Commute  times  skyrocket  accompanied  by  rising  real estate prices. 
 Investors  and  companies  start  looking  for  alternative locations but are wary of moving out of the town. Phase VII) Sustainability: After coming to a breaking point wherein a nearby locality starts becoming a location of choice for businesses.  
 The  new  locality  has  benefit  of  better‐planned infrastructure and lower cost. 
 It has advantage of being closer to a popular town. 
 Our current town shrinks in size and starts undergoing a change in character. 










Concept of Commute It is important to understand what I mean by “commute” in little more detail. 1. Commute refers to distance travelled in acceptable travel times. 2. Acceptable travel time changes over time as city grows.  a. In mega‐cities the times are higher than 30mins (one way) journey often reaching 90mins (one way). b. Smaller cities tend to have 10 to 15 mins (one way) journey times are normal. c. Journey is by car or public transport and some 5‐10min time is often added to walk to and from station or bus‐stops. 3. The distance travelled in the commute time changes dramatically with improving infrastructure. So metro rail, rapid transit systems allow people to travel further in the same time. 4. The distance variable is interpreted a. Based  on  certainty  of  commute  time:  A  30‐min  drive  (average time)  through  safe  lonely  roads  is  preferred  over  30‐min  drive through mostly crowded roads.  b. Based on  safety: A 45‐min drive  through absolutely  safe  roads  is preferred over 20 min drive through disturbed neighbourhoods.  












Subsequent Affinity Factor Development Just  as  Affinity  factors  influence  dispersion,  dispersion  also  influences  new developments. This refer to development of new business districts or expansion of existing business districts or development of other Affinity factors. This means based on  current  location  (home and workplace) of population we  can predict what areas are more likely to be the next business districts. There  exists  between Affinity  Factors  and  dispersion  an  interdependence.  The fractal nature (iterative with simple rules) of development possibly causes this. The  interdependence  is  breakable  and  initiating  a  new  Affinity  Factor  usually creates forces of distortion. This new affinity factor has to be a high importance factor and cannot simply be a park or garden. Usually, new airport, new business district (Canary Wharf e.g.) has the potential. Still, such new factors take longer to pay‐back for investors.  






Some practical observations and insights Now  let  us  use  the  concepts  above  and  distil  them  into  practical  applications. These  should  help  real  estate  brokers,  developers,  investors  and  users  to understand development better. I have included price understanding separately. I would love to hear examples reinforcing or contradicting these observations.   Where will a new office be located? Imagine a company that has to shift its office. The new office, ideally, should be located so that it is convenient for employees, customers and suppliers to reach. So it follows that if we construct importance and spread of employees, customers and  suppliers we  can  find  the  optimum  location.  This  gives  us  a  neat  logic  for why  businesses  often  seen  clustered  around  a  location.  So  we  can  infer  the following: 1. The  importance of  top management  residential dispersion  is higher and in some cases it is only thing that matters.  
• The office  location  is mostly  the most convenient  location  for  top management (or key decision makers).  
• This  results  in  most  offices  locating  closer  to  prestigious residential  areas  resulting  in  longer  commutes  for  most  of  the employees.  2. Existing companies give good indication where offices might be located 
• If a new metal company wants to set up office, it will prefer an area where lot of metal companies are already thriving. 
• Old,  established metal  companies might  choose  to pioneer a new location based on its brand value. 3. This explains the presence of shop clusters along various streets in cities for unbranded, un‐malled or speciality goods. 
• Certain areas are famous for certain goods, clothes are best found in particular areas. 
• Branded  goods  are  easily  available  in  malls  (hence  malled!). Singapore’s Mall street (or Orchard road) is a good case study for retail malls and location. Setting up new business districts Success of new business districts is defined by convenience of commute for top management.  The  top  management  prefer  to  stay  in  prestigious  residential areas; so new business district must be accessible from such areas. Therefore, we can infer the following: 1. If  it  takes more  time  to  reach  the new business district  then  its  success odds are lower. 





• Even  here  it  has  to  offer  lower  rentals,  higher  floor  plates, additional  conveniences  like more  parking  per  seat, more  visitor parking etc. 3. If  connection  to  the  new business  district  runs  through  congested,  low‐income areas the odds of success decrease. 











drop  happens  as migrant  population  comes  in  to  stay  around  the  factor.  This population  is  dependant  on  residents  and  therefore  has  lesser  income  than residents.  If  township  planning  is  done  properly,  new  growth  opportunities emerge leading to growth in incomes and therefore fundamental prices. Actual Price movement Actual  price  is  result  of  certain  factors  weighing  in  on  the  fundamental  price. Fundamental prices are easier to defend even in downturns and form some sort of  floor  for  prices  in  the  area.  However  any  decision  related  to  real  estate investment  must  consider  future  actual  prices.  Following  are  the  factors  that affect actual prices: 1. Loan  to  value  ratio  of  banks:  Banks  give  certain  part  of  house  value  as loan.  The  rest  amount  comes  from  individual  /  household  savings.  For same  down  payment,  changes  in  LTV  impact  affordable  house  price drastically. 











7. Secondary  workers  go  home  and  Tertiary  workers  move  to  business district. Flow of material The material flow is logically fitting with people flow. Material delivery capacity has to be allocated so that goods and material may flow in and out of the place. 
• The  usual  material  required  at  business  district  is  transported  before  the business district opens or after it closes.  
• Secondary  workers  usually  handle  this  activity.  Same  is  the  case  for material support for dependants. 
• This does not impose stress on material capacity of the area. 
• Material requirements of residential areas are served during the day (when transporters cannot access business districts). 





• This  includes  utilities  (power,  water,  gas,  telephones)  lines maintenance, cement trucks (when time critical) etc. 
• Construction equipment and heavy machinery is moved after hours. 
• If the central Affinity Factor is a factory then there is high material movement and that requires separate connectivity routes.  











Notes and Disclaimers The  ideas  presented  in  this  paper  are  from  my  experience  and  observations. They suggest possible principles at work. These have helped me understand real estate prices, land‐use, success rates etc.  I  welcome  suggestions  and  testing  of  these  principles  and  look  forward  to working on them. I will continue to change modify or alter the theories based on further experience or research. Users should exercise caution while studying the principles. If in doubt please email me at rahuldeodhar@gmail.com The paper  and  contents  can be  shared  for non‐commercial  use  as per  creative commons licence detailed above. 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